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Youth exchange programs have been used for decades; however, in the past several years their popularity has grown exponentially. Programs traditionally aim to increase awareness and understanding of other cultures, foster personal growth, and work to achieve peace worldwide. Despite rapid growth in popularity and increases in funding availability, evaluation regarding the impact of such programs is limited. Though some evaluation of these programs is conducted, often impact evaluation is left forgotten. This essay reviews student exchange programs in the United States and uses the author’s experience with one such program as a case study to explore program content and evaluation issues as well as provides recommendations for the future. 
Chapter 2 begins by presenting a review of current youth exchange programs, including history, guiding principles, and values unique to each organization as well as common themes across organizations.  Chapter 2 also presents up to date literature in the field to provide insight into the current state of evaluation in youth exchange programs in addition to recommendations of how impact evaluation can be strengthened in this field.  Chapter 3 introduces the key players involved in the exchange program the author was a part of to understand the dynamics of the organizations involved. Chapter 4 explains in detail the exchange program, South Asia Youth Leadership, presenting the Request for Proposals for the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and the accepted proposal for Magee Womancare International and Amizade Global Service-Learning. This chapter also includes the expected program goals and evaluation as well as the implementation of the youth exchange and the outputs of the program. Chapter 5 elucidates how both the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and Magee Womancare International use evaluation to determine the impact of exchange programs. The chapter further explains how evaluation is conducted at different levels and what this means for the outcomes identified. Chapter 6 concludes the essay with a discussion and recommendations for a stronger evaluation of youth exchange programs. 


2.0 	Review of Exchange Programs 
This chapter explores the background of current youth exchange programs in the United States. Providing specific examples of organizations that produce exchange programs gives the reader insight into the history, guiding principles, and values specific to these organizations. The chapter also reviews the current academic literature on the impact of youth exchanges to provide understanding of the current climate surrounding evaluation in the field. 
2.1	Background of current youth exchange programs
Many organizations around the country and the globe not only support or fund youth exchanges, but dedicate their entire infrastructures to them. Youth today are not merely aware of exchange programs; participating is nearly compulsory in many populations looking to strengthen college applications and engage in the world outside their own communities. This section highlights a variety of organizations in the United States that engage youth in exchange programs. Descriptions reflect how these organizations developed and examine their guiding principles and values. The majority of organizations are in the non-profit sector. Since these organizations comprise the majority, this section begins with them, and then touches on for-profit exchange organizations. Upcoming chapters look into the role of governmental sponsors in producing exchange programs. Organizations reviewed include: American Field Service, Amizade Global Service-Learning, Ayusa, CCI Greenheart, American Cultural Exchange Service, American Institute for Foreign Study, Rotary International, International Student Exchange Programs, Council on International Education Exchange, American Scandinavian Student Exchange, Program of Academic Exchange, and American Councils for International Education. 
2.1.1	American Field Service
American Field Service began its work in 1947, shortly after the start of World War I []. Today American Field Service goes by the name AFS and is referred to as such in this essay. The history of AFS is divided into four parts to reflect its comprehensive experience in fostering cross-cultural relationships[]. 
AFS began when a group of young Americans living in Paris volunteered as ambulance drivers at the American Hospital of Paris. Two thousand five hundred American volunteers in AFS worked with the French Army through major battles by transporting supplies as well as injured individuals.  However, when the United States joined the war in 1917 the organization disbanded. Upon the commencement of World War II, AFS reactivated. During this war over 2,000 American volunteers alongside troops from France, Britain Poland, Australia, New Zealand, India, and South Africa provided ambulance services once again in France, and also in North Africa, the Middle East, Italy, Germany, India, and Burma, serving over 700,000 wounded individuals by the end of the war. The organization once again disbanded at the end of the war. 
Despite this, former ambulance drivers who were members of AFS held reunions and other activities. As a result of the reunions, former ambulance drivers from the AFS decided the organization would go on to both encourage and enable student youth to engage in cross-cultural relations. From these activities the American Field Service Association and the AFS Fellowship for French Universities began offering scholarships for students, fostering the beginning of what we now understand as study abroad programs []. 
To date, AFS has enabled over 400,000 students to participate in exchange programs in more than 50 counties around the world []. The organization’s Statement of Purpose describes itself as “…an international voluntary, non-governmental, non-profit organization that provides intercultural learning opportunities to help people develop the knowledge, skills, and understanding needed to create a more just and peaceful world” []. AFS’ mission is to “work toward a more peaceful world by providing international and intercultural learning experiences to individuals, families, schools, and communities through a global volunteer partnership” [].
AFS’ literature states that the impact of its programs has lasting effects that occur at three levels: personal, community, and international. AFS describes personal impact with regard to personal growth, intercultural sensitivity and acceptance, language learning, and career and academic choices. Participants experience lasting effects continuing into adulthood in areas of global awareness and intercultural sensitivity, as well as passing on similar feelings and attitudes to their families and children. Community impact is achieved by exposing members of the school and community of the host county to a new culture and creating intercultural friendships [].
2.1.2	Amizade Global Service Learning
Amizade Global Service-Learning is a non-profit organization that works with populations around the world to engage them as global citizens through exchange programs. Amizade began in 1994 as a non-profit organization devoted to “promoting volunteerism, providing community service, encouraging collaboration, and improving cultural awareness in locations throughout the world” []. Exchange programs in Amizade are multi-faceted. These programs engage youth to participate in an exchange.  Amizade develops exchanges so that participants are able to use their individual skill sets, personal knowledge, and interests to create service projects about which  they are passionate and that help communities in need. Health, education, environment, and human welfare are some of the fields in which participants can carry out their service-learning exchange experiences. 
Amizade’s mission is to “empower individuals and communities through worldwide service and learning” []. Its vision is “to create an equitable world where all people can connect freely and forge lasting friendships” [].  As stated on its website, key values that guide Amizade include: 
Community-Driven Service: Amizade has a 19-year record of cooperating with communities on service that local individuals and organizations define and direct. We not only cooperate with communities on issue identification, we also work collaboratively on project implementation, continuous evaluation, and regular improvements.
Deliberate Learning: One of Amizade’s core assumptions is that context matters. We cooperate with community members and organizations to educate Amizade participants about local culture, local concerns, and local assets.
Intercultural Immersion and Exchange: Amizade encourages connections across cultures. Through cooperative service efforts, deliberate local learning, and in some cases, home-stays, Amizade experiences ensure deep learning about cultural assumptions, worldviews, and of course the concerns and happiness that we all hold in common.
Consideration of Global Citizenship: Amizade invites all participants to reflect on fundamental human equality and how we might each work to build a world where human life is treated more equally across traditional cleavages of ethnicity, nation, class, or gender. Consideration of personal, political, and economic opportunities for enacting global citizenship provides Amizade participants with the opportunity to extend their global civic service beyond their Amizade program.
Reflective Inquiry: All of the preceding themes are woven together through a final core Amizade value, which is reflective inquiry. The questions we face when engaged in intercultural service around the world are often difficult. And it can be challenging to stay connected to global civic engagement after a short-term experience. But Amizade believes strongly that it is important to continue asking: What is service? How have I learned from others’ cultures? What do I understand better about my own? How can I value others around the world, even from my home? What are the ways I can be a good global citizen right here? These are just a few examples, but Amizade encourages reflective inquiry throughout experiences and afterward [].

These values play a critical role in defining how Amizade functions as it guides programs from development to implementation to reflections. Amizade uses qualitative evaluations to assess the impact its exchanges on individuals and communities who it serves []. 
The organization, headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is in Special Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council []; this means that Amizade has extensive competence in a particular field or fields associated with work done by the United Nations Economic and Social Council. NGOs with this status make contributions and recommendations on issues pertinent to the work of the organization and United National Economic and Social Council. Also, NGOs in Special Consultative Status are permitted to attend relevant international conferences sponsored by the United Nations []. 
2.1.3	Ayusa
Ayusa was formerly known as AYUSA, an abbreviation for Academic Year in the USA []. Ayusa is a non-profit exchange organization that develops exchange experiences for high school students. Exchanges are designed so that students can recognize both similarities and differences across cultures and learn to accept cultures that are different from their own. Program participants, families, host families, staff, teachers, schools, and volunteers work to achieve this vision by “embracing tolerance, accepting diversity, and promoting cultural understandings” [] through both academic and community outreach activities. This is done so that participants can play a leadership role in spreading knowledge in the global community. 
Ayusa was founded in 1981 as a non-profit organization that offered exchange programs as a J-1 U.S. Exchange Visitor Program Sponsor. J-1 Exchange Visitor Programs are work-and-study exchanges for individuals who are not immigrating to the United States []. In its early history, the organization was a founding member of the Council on Standards for International Educational Travel (CSIET) []. Over its 30-year history, Ayusa has established branches in Asia, Europe, the Andes, South Africa, Islamic countries, and Mexico. According to Ayusa’s literature the organization has held over 50 grants from the United States Department of State in addition to funding from other organizations to facilitate its exchange programs []. 
2.1.4	CCI Greenheart
CCI Greenheart is a non-profit organization whose roots began with seven students in a high school exchange program in 1985 []. CCI Greenheart has since grown to support approximately 9,000 student participants annually in over 30 countries []. The organization’s mission is to “promote cultural understanding, academic development, environmental consciousness, and world peace” []. CCI Greenheart offers a variety of exchange program options for participants including high school exchange, short-term home stays, English as a second language (ESL) camps, intern and trainee exchanges, in addition to summer work-travel programs. The focal points of this organization include “service learning, volunteerism, compassion as global citizens” [].
2.1.5	American Cultural Exchange Service
American Cultural Exchange Service (ACES) is a non-governmental, non-profit exchange based organization. The focus of ACES is academic exchanges in addition to sports and performing arts based exchanges for elementary and high school students, athletes, teachers, coaches, and performing artists []. ACES’ website shares that the organization began in 1995 by a group of dedicated professionals devoted to fostering intercultural relationships and promoting world peace. ACES’ vision steers the organization “to be a leading organization in the field of international educational, cultural, and sports exchanges” []. The mission statement includes its guiding philosophy: “At ACES we believe that only through interaction can the peoples of the world truly understand peace” []. It is apparent in ACES’ literature that the incorporation of its belief in the value of global education is integral to its programs, which aim to enhance participants global understanding, international experience, personal improvement, academic achievement, and volunteerism. Since its onset, ACES has developed partnerships in over 40 countries, more than 300 high schools, six colleges and universities in the United States, and has had over 2,500 participants in its programs [].
2.1.6	American Institute for Foreign Study
American Institute for Foreign Study, also known as AIFS, is unique in the world of exchange organizations as it is a privately owned, for-profit organization and has a very distinct business model. The vision of AIFS is, “We bring the world together” [].  Building on this, the mission of this organization is “to provide the highest quality of education and cultural exchange programs to enrich the lives of young people throughout the world” []. AIFS works to achieve both its vision and mission by committing to values such as
Excellence in programs, operations, people; respect and understanding of different cultures; exceptional caring support for our program participants to ensure their safety and well being; honest, equitable, and non-discriminatory treatment of participants, partners, and employees; technological innovation; teamwork and collaboration both within the organization and with partners; encouragement of employee initiative and professional development; responsible financial stewardship [].  

AIFS, like other exchange organizations, is dedicated to exchanges; however, “As a for-profit organization, AIFS maintains a double bottom line: financial results and social outcomes” []. AIFS states that as a for-profit organization its structure ensures that it will have the resources to continue its mission and create new ways to pursue this mission. 
AIFS was developed in 1964 by Cyril Taylor, Roger Walther, and Doug Burck, who based the organization on an idea from Taylor’s girlfriend, a high school French language teacher, who wanted to take her class to France to study []. The entrepreneurs began leasing the campuses of nine European universities that were closed in the summer months to create the academic exchange organization. In 1965, after one year of strong marketing to high schools around the country, AIFS’ first year of operation began. The language based academic exchange program for high school students included 1,500 participants who collectively paid over one million dollars in tuition fees. The organization continued to grow over the next two decades to include au pair programs, exchanges for international students to the United States, and later a college division for exchange programs []. Currently, AIFS has offices in six countries with an estimated annual revenue over $180 million.  AIFS serves approximately 50,000 students in exchange programs each year, and has engaged over 1.5 million students and teachers since the organization’s inception [, ]. 
2.2	Review of Exchange Organizations
The guiding philosophy, mission, and historical background have been outlined for the American Field Service, Amizade Global-Service Learning, Ayusa, CCI Greenheart, American Cultural Exchange Service, and the American Institute for Foreign Study, to understand exactly what it is that exchange programs for youth have been working to accomplish. Additional organizations that have exchange programs are: Rotary International [], ISEP: International Student Exchange Programs [], CIEE: Council on International Education Exchange [], ASSE: American Scandinavian Student Exchange [], PAX: Program of Academic Exchange [], American Councils for International Education []. These organizations were reviewed in addition to the others, however their descriptions are not included in order to reduce redundancy because they their themes are consistent with those presented. 
A dominant theme across all of the programs reviewed is to develop groups of individuals who have a greater understanding and acceptance of culture not their own. Additional themes include fostering personal growth, development, and skills, as well as working towards achieving peace and justice around the world. 
It is also evident that each program has specific characteristics that make it unique. CIEE and Amizade focus on service-learning experiences as a critical component of their programs. ACES and Amizade adapt their program activities to different groups of individuals, for example ACES with sports, performing arts, and academic. Amizade offers students opportunities to participate in different programs personalized to their interests in areas of environment, health, education, poverty, and leadership, to name a few. AFS is passionate about fostering relationships and friendships that persist over time. Each organization tailors its exchange program to the specific outcome it wants to achieve. This point will be elaborated upon with a specific program example in upcoming sections. 
2.3	Current literature on youth exchange impact
Currently, academic literature on impact evaluation of youth exchange programs is limited. One author has reported on the results of a research study on the long-term effects an international educational youth exchange [, ]. This same author has written an article that discusses the methodological issues and difficulties in researching effects in youth exchange []. Other literature that explores youth exchange programs focuses on program design and proposes that global citizenship and cross-cultural understanding are not inherently linked to international experiences but these values can be put into operation and assessed if properly integrated into programs. 
Authors Bachner and Zeutschel have analyzed long-term effects of international youth exchange based on follow-up with Youth for Understanding (YFU) participants from the U.S. and Germany in the 1950-80s [, ]. Authors conducted this retrospective study in order to address four objectives: 
1.	To increase understanding of the long-term effects of German-U.S. youth exchange beyond the general notions that such exchange programs are inherently beneficial.
2.	To identify areas and ways in which returnees actually use the insights gained during their exchange by becoming involved in activities that reinforce German-U.S. friendship, and to explore ways in which this use might be fostered.
3.	To increase awareness of exchange benefits and opportunities on the part of the public, educational, and government sectors of both countries by pointing out specific effects on the educational and professional development of exchanges.
4.	To develop more advanced models of research and theory for the exchange field- especially in the area of youth exchanges, which have traditionally received less attention than university-level exchanges [[], pg. 2].

The authors conducted in-depth autobiographical interviews with 40 participants in the U.S. and Germany, and surveyed 208 U.S. exchange participants, 83 non-participant U.S. peers, 453 German exchange participants, and 303 non-participant German peers [, ]. The researchers found that effects of the exchange can be divided into eight categories:
1.	Overall Satisfaction/Success of the Exchange: one’s feelings about the experience and the degree that one found the exchange fundamentally beneficial 
2.	Individual Changes Associated with Exchange: Self-perceived transformation in attitudes, beliefs, and skills generated by the exchange experience. 
3.	Utilization & Ripple Effects of Exchange: Extent that one has applied the results of the exchange and has affected the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors of others based on the outcomes of the exchange. 
4.	Involvement in Exchange-Related/International Activities Since the Exchange: degree of participation in subsequent exchange programs or other international relations. 
5.	Educational and Professional Directions Attributed to the Exchange: influence the exchange has had on academic and career choices/plans.
6.	Bilateral (U.S.-German) Perspective and Involvement Since the Exchange: the degree that participant’s choices have been specific to the host-country.
7.	Multilateral Perspective and Involvement Since the Exchange (Globalism): the degree the participant’s choices have not been host-country specific or been felt in addition to host-country.
8.	Evaluation of YFU Program: participant assessment of program content and administration [[], pg. 2-3].

Bachner and Zeutschel discovered that, most importantly, exchanges are complex and entail a variety of factors that influence their impact such as gender, age, program goals, program design, sponsorship, duration of program, and historical time period. Generally, the most influential aspect of an exchange was the host family experience; exchanges typically result in significant, positive, and long lasting personal change; and longer exchange programs result in greater impacts. Exchange participants generally also have positive attitudes towards international peace and cooperation as well as an enhanced international perspective. It was also found that academic or professional direction is not influenced as a result of exchange, nor is involvement with subsequent exchanges typical [].
Bachner and Zeutschel made key recommendations with regard to conducting research for future studies of impact: emphasizing personal stories, differentiating types of exchanges based on goals, duration, sponsorship, purpose of the program, and testing for real application of behavior change attributed to the exchange []. The authors also illuminate difficulties of relying on respondent recall for retrospective reflections in terms of methodology of data collection,
After working with a youth exchange program, Emerging Youth Leaders, funded by the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) through the organization Ayusa, Felt proposed a redesign of the program []. The new design included a stronger focus on experiential education theory and best practices. Built into the program revamp is a recommendation for strengthening assessment and evaluation of the program. To measure long-term learning and commitment to the program theme, evaluation would include assessment of the organization mission, program goals, participant objectives, personal impact on the participants, and impact on the communities involved in the program []. Felt references the potential utilization of Fatini’s Assessment of Intercultural Competence (AIC) tool throughout the program. This tool is designed to guide the monitoring of intercultural competence in an international exchange program by establishing ways to identify and examine specific intercultural competencies to be assessed throughout the program and afterwards []. The AIC is completed by participants before the exchange, to provide a baseline, midway through the program, at the end, and after the program has concluded. At all points after the baseline, the participants and staff discuss the assessment to underscore areas that are strengths and where improvements can be made []. Felt recommends the use of the AIC tool but, notes that because the exchange is short-term, intercultural competence should be expected to take place at a basic level. The AIC allows participants to establish a framework for understanding their own experience of cross-cultural understanding and acceptance [, ].  
Two articles, one by Felt [] and one by Lutterman-Aguilar and Gingerich [], emphasize the use of self-assessment as an evaluation tool. These authors promote the use of journals by participants to assess changes in cross-cultural understanding, communication, and sensitivity. Felt proposes daily journals to be used from the start of the program to answer personal questions related to “their own culture, values, beliefs, and worldview” ([], pg. 49]. Felt suggests that students share portions from their personal journals to allow the program staff to assess learning in addition to having personal conversations to determine participants’ growth as a means of evaluation. 
Lutterman-Aguilar and Gingerich recommend the use of journals as a tool of self-assessment to allow participants to examine not only a situation, but the role they played in it, and analyze the interaction “with regard to the development of the learners own cross-cultural skills” [[], pg. 57].  The authors explain that self-assessment allows participants to provide feedback regarding their experience in the program as well as record achievement of their goals, as well as those of the program. This information is intended for use by program staff to evaluate the exchange. 
Also essential, according to Lutterman-Aguilar and Gingerich, is overall program evaluation. Program evaluation assesses effectiveness with regard to goals, program objectives, implementation, and holistic approaches used []. 
Another article, “A Qualitative Approach to the Assessment of International Service-Learning” by Tonkin and Quiroga, has examined one specific exchange organization [], the International Partnership for Service-Learning and Leadership (IPSL). This study aimed to retrospectively assess the impact of the program on its participants with regard to influence on participants and the extent to which integration of program topics on service-learning is part of former participants’ current lives []. It was found that alumni from the program cited their exchange as a fundamentally important event in their lives that transformed their views of cultural competence as well as ideas about meaningful life work and educational paths. Research on the evaluation process of IPSL found that most evaluation is based on reflections and memories collected by surveys and focus groups with former participants. The authors state that reliance on this type of data is not acceptable, and propose that it is the responsibility of IPSL to maintain connections with participants and records of evaluations for long-term evaluation use. The authors suggest that it is important for ISPL to maintain alumni connections and act as a mentor to former participants. This component should be reinforced by continual evaluation from program alumni []. 
A final article that discusses impact evaluation of exchange programs is “Does Study Abroad Make a Difference? An Impact Assessment of the International 4-H Youth Exchange Program.” The mission of the International 4-H Youth Exchange Program is to “elevate global and cultural awareness, encourage independent study interests, and improve language skills among its participants” [[], pg. 2]. The research team created and mailed a survey to former participants, in addition to family, friends, and communities of the participants, to assess changes in attitudes towards other cultures and level of global awareness as well as barriers that may have discouraged involvement in the exchange program. The survey was based on retrospective answers of self-perceived attitudes before and after the exchange. Program participation positively influenced attitudes towards other cultures and increased sensitivity to other cultures in both participants and those close to them according to the study. Participants and those close to them said, being in the program also resulted in more awareness of global events and greater involvement in community activities. Financial barriers and lack of knowledge about the program were revealed as obstacles to program involvement []. 
Several of the articles reviewed indicated that there are limitations to retrospective analysis in assessing impact of youth exchange programs, including reliance on memory, observer effect, and response bias  ADDIN EN.CITE [, , ]. Each of the articles also noted that there is limited research on the impact of youth exchange programs and that further research is necessary. These articles provide insight into the current state of evaluation in youth exchange programs in addition to recommendations for how impact evaluation can be strengthened in this field. 
3.0 	An Exchange program Up Close: The Players
The most prominent source of funding for global exchange programs in the world, especially youth exchanges, is the U.S. Department of State Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA). Each one of the organizations mentioned in Chapter Two has held grants for funding its exchanges from the ECA. In this essay, the author uses an example of an ECA funded youth exchange program for which she worked in the spring of 2013. Magee Womancare International (MWI) is the organization that developed and implemented the exchange. This chapter introduces and provides a background of the two players who made the exchange possible.
3.1	U.S. Department of State: Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs
The ECA’s commitment to exchanges has evolved through the organization’s history over the past 60 years. The ECA’s mission is “to increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other countries by means of educational and cultural exchange that assist the development of peaceful relations [sic]” []. A history of the Bureau and the events that led to its establishment are presented in this timeline:
	1946: President Truman designated the Office of International and Cultural Affairs (OIC) as part of the Department of State. The OIC had 76 branches around the world. The Fulbright Program was established this year, a program that manages scholarships, training, and exchange and leadership programs for young adults globally [, ].  
	1947: OIC was renamed, to be known as Office of International Information and Educational Exchange [].
	1948: The Smith-Mundt Act was implemented which was designed to create an agency to “promote better understanding of the United States in other countries, and to increase mutual understanding” [] among the United States and countries worldwide. This year an International Visitor Program was founded to engage professionals and academics in social and political arenas. 
	1959: The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Relations (CU) was created and exchange programs become the CU’s responsibility [].
	1961: The Fulbright-Hayes Act was passed by Congress to increase mutual understanding between the United States and other countries. The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) was established within the Department of State []. 
	1983: ECA created the Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange Program for high school students in the United States and Germany [, ]. 
	1992: Future Leaders Exchange Program (FLEX) was created for high school students from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Ukraine to spend an academic year in the United States [, ]. 
	2000: Congress created the Ambassadors Fund for Cultural Preservation
	2001: The ECA created the Office of Alumni Affairs and the Alumni.State.Gov network to continue follow-on with ECA program alumni [].
	2006: President Bush launched The National Security Language Initiative for Youth (NSLI-Y), headquartered in the Department of State. This program is for high school students and recent high school graduates to pursue less commonly taught languages in overseas immersion programs [, ]. 
	2008: ECA introduces ExchangesConnect, the first social network site in the U.S. government, designed to keep ECA alumni connected through an online community [].
The ECA has grown over the years, producing a variety of exchange programs that are designed to promote and support mutual understanding, international education, cultural sharing, and leadership development in youth in the United States []. Several programs work to achieve this mission: the Fulbright Program, Hubert H. Humphrey Fellowship Program, Congress-Bundestag Youth Exchange Program, Future Leaders Exchange, National Security Language Initiative, Youth Leadership Programs, Kennedy-Lugar Youth Exchanges, and Study Abroad Program, among others. 
The funding and grant-making authority of the ECA derives from the Fulbright-Hayes Act which enables the United States government
…to increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other countries; to strengthen ties which unite us with other nations by demonstrating the educational and cultural interests, developments, and achievements of the people of the United States and other nations…and thus to assist in the development of friendly, sympathetic and peaceful relations between the United States and the other countries of the world. [[], pg. 2].

The ECA develops grant proposal requests that include specific objectives to be achieved. ECA grants provide outside organizations, such as those in Chapter Two and the organization described below, the opportunity to design and implement individual exchange based programs. 
3.2	Youth Leadership Program
This past year, the author was part of a grant through the Youth Leadership Program (YLP) division of the ECA. YLPs are designed to “foster mutual understanding, respect, and civic engagement among young Americans and their international peers” []. YLP exchanges are short term, lasting approximately three to four weeks, for students age 15-18 years. YLP exchanges involve students and educators in workshops, community outreach, team building activities, participation in meetings with community leaders, home-stays, and as the name indicates, leadership training and development. This type of program also includes a second integral component, in which students return to their countries and communities and apply the knowledge, skills, and attitudes gained from the exchange to implement projects that meet needs of their communities []. 
YLPs are exchanges between students in the United States and the countries of Algeria, Azerbaijan, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Burkina Faso, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Hungary, Indonesia, Iraq, Kenya, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania []. For each country typically one (in some cases two) American based organization is dedicated to implementing the leadership programs with youth in these areas. For example, PAGE, Program for African Growth in Education, is conducted by Plattsburg State University of New York for students from Burkina Faso, Niger, Chad, Mali, and Mauritania. PAGE focuses on community mapping, civic responsibility, ethics, and community service []. As another example, American Councils holds a YLP grant for a short-term exchange program for students in Azerbaijan that concentrates on the theme of social entrepreneurship for youth and aims to develop a group of community organizers for the future []. Another organization that receives an YLP grant is Magee Womancare International (MWI). MWI organizes a summit based on environmental health and youth leadership for students in Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives. This program is examined in this essay in order to understand how a youth exchange program funded through YLP and ECA works to achieve certain goals. 
3.3	Magee Womancare International
In 1992, Magee Womancare International (MWI) was established as an international humanitarian outreach arm of Magee Womens Hospital and Magee Womens Research Institute and Foundation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Upon its organizational inception MWI’s mission was to improve health care conditions for women and infants in the former Soviet Union [].  Since that time, MWI has globalized its primary mission by expanding its outreach programs to numerous countries around the world. Today, MWI aims “to design and implement programs for women that advocate dignity, access, education, leadership, and quality health care services…” []. MWI’s staff consists of five members, each of whom has experience in developing and facilitating heath programs in the United States, Central and Southeast Europe, South Asia, Middle East, and Latin America. MWI often approaches its programs by working with international, non-governmental partners to identify local needs, resources and community capabilities, and to determine areas of focus for each individual program. In addition to international outreach, MWI works in the greater Pittsburgh community in health education and support services for minority populations, immigrants, refugees, and underserved women and youth [, ]. 
Below is an overview of programs MWI has sponsored to provide further clarification to the organization and its work. Former and current initiatives include:  
	Circulo de Amigas: Breast Health for the Latino Community. Funded by Susan G. Komen for the Cure Pittsburgh Affiliate. 
MWI and the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) partnered in the fight against breast cancer by providing bilingual, culturally sensitive education and screening services to the Latina community in Allegheny County.  Circulo de Amigas aims to empower Latina women to take control of their breast health by raising awareness and increasing education through the use of a promotora, elimination of barriers to early detection, and increase of social support related to mammography [, ]. 
	Let Us Live Healthy. Funded by U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration. 
MWI, in partnership with its office in Moscow, Russia, works to improve health and wellbeing through the provision of healthcare services to Afghani refugee communities in the Moscow region. Topics addressed in the program include: health literacy, gender-based violence support, chronic disease prevention, and nutrition. 
	Mobilizing Community: Community-based Volunteerism. Funded by U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs.
MWI engaged in a two-way exchange program to advance positive change in local communities around the world. Two-way exchanges are when participants from both groups travel to the counterpart country. The program worked to prepare young professionals from the United States, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan in the areas of volunteerism, leadership, civic engagement, and project development through community service, workshops, and action plan development.
	All of the divisions of Magee, which include MWI, the hospital, and research institute and foundation, have a commitment to environmental health. Practice Greenhealth and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certification from the U.S. Green Buildings Council has commended Magee for its excellence in environmental practices []. For the past two years, Magee has been a national leader in green initiatives and dedication to environmental health. Magee is also a member of a national environmental group, Environmental Leadership Circle []. Magee became qualified for membership because of its green practices that include: reducing energy and harmful chemicals in surgical procedures, eliminating mercury in its facilities, maintaining its own organic gardens that provide vegetables for patient, visitor, and staff meals, and incorporating environmental health in education programs for patients and community. 
4.0 	Exchange program up close: SOUTH ASIA YOUTH LEADERSHIP
This chapter explains in detail an exchange program called South Asia Youth Leadership. The chapter covers the Request for Proposals from the ECA, the accepted proposal from MWI and Amizade, including details of the expected program goals and evaluation in both the Request for Proposals and the accepted proposal. This chapter also elaborates on the implementation and monitoring of the youth exchange as well as the outputs of the program. 
4.1	request for Proposal
In 2012, the Youth Program Division of the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs announced a Request for Proposals for a Southeast Asia Youth Leadership program. This program would establish a three-week leadership program based in the United Sates for students and educators for member states of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) []. The proposal request required that program activities focus on civic education, leadership, diversity, and community engagement and cover ways participants could come together to recognize commonalities. The Request for Proposals indicated that the grant would provide support for individual or small group projects to be implemented in the home countries of participants following the exchange []. 
4.1.1	Program Goals and Potential Activities 
The Request for Proposals for Southeast Asia Youth Leadership provides support programs that “foster relationships among young people of ASEAN countries and the United States and to build strong linkages and an awareness of shared values to enable youth to face global challenges together” []. The request suggests that the grant seeking organization establish a subtheme for its program that addresses a topic relevant to both ASEAN countries and the United States. Goals set forth for the Southeast Asia Youth Leadership program include to: 
	Develop a sense of civic responsibility and a commitment to cooperation among youth;
	Foster relationships among youth from different ethnic, religious, and national groups;
	Promote mutual understanding between people of the United States and ASEAN countries;
	Develop a cadre of young leaders who will share their knowledge and skills with their peers through positive action” [[], pg. 4].

The program’s activities are intended to encourage leadership as well as community and civic conscientiousness all the while examining challenges in the 21st century shared by the global population.  Program activities suggested by the ECA for the three-week exchange program include: training sessions, workshops, community and/or school based programs, and cultural events. The ECA explains that “activities should be designed to be replicable and provide practical knowledge and skills the participants can apply to school and civic activities at home, starting with the specific projects planned during the exchange” [[32], pg. 4]. In addition to working to achieve the broader goals set forth in the Request for Proposals, the activities also provided its participants life skills including skills in critical thinking, styles of leadership, methods to motivate others, approaches to plan and manage a project, manners in communication, and experience in working with diverse viewpoints and teams []. 
4.1.2	Program Monitoring and Evaluation 
The Request for Proposals explicitly states that the organization receiving this grant should “design and implement an evaluation plan that assesses the short- and medium-term impact of the project on the participants as well as on the host and home communities” [[], pg. 11]. Proposals are expected to develop a plan to monitor and evaluate success during the program and afterward. The request calls for the evaluation plan to include indicators that gauge levels of both knowledge acquired and advancement of cross-cultural understanding. The data gathered through the evaluation must be kept for three years after the program ends and made available upon request by the ECA. The ECA encourages the inclusion of a draft of a survey questionnaire or other tool in addition to a description of the methodology that will be used to tie the outcomes to the program’s objectives. 
The Request for Proposals is clear that the monitoring and evaluation plan should differentiate between program outputs and outcomes. The request further elucidates this distinction as well as ECA expectations:
Output information is important to show the scope or size of the project activities, but it cannot substitute for information about progress towards outcomes of the results achieved. Examples of outputs include the number of people trained or the number of seminars conducted. Outcomes, in contrast, represent specific results as a project is intended to achieve and is usually measured as an extent of change. Findings on outputs and outcomes should both be reported, but the focus should be on outcomes [[], pg. 28]. 

	Furthermore, the ECA recommends that the grant recipient measure outcomes on four levels, which align with the program goals. The four levels of outcomes as identified by the Request for Proposals are:
	Participant satisfaction with the program and exchange experience;
	Participant learning, such as increased knowledge, aptitude, skills, and changed understanding, and attitude. Learning includes both substantive learning and mutual understanding;

	Participant behavior, concrete actions to apply knowledge in work or community; greater participation and responsibility in civic organizations; interpretation and explanation of experiences and new knowledge gained; continued contacts between participants, community members and others; and 

	Institutional changes, such as increased collaboration and partnerships, policy reforms, new programming, and organizational improvements [[], pg. 28-29].


4.2	Magee womecare international and Amizade Proposal
MWI and Amizade Global Service-Learning partnered in collaboration with organizations in Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives to respond to the Southeast Asia Youth Leadership program request and were chosen as the grant recipients. The program South Asia Youth Summit: Developing Leadership in Young People to Transform Communities (SAYS), was designed to focus on the shared global challenge of environmental health as a subtheme for empowering youth leadership, mutual understanding, civic education, diversity and community engagement. The proposed program was an exchange of youth from Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives participating in a program in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C. in May 2013 followed by a second exchange in August 2013 in which youth from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, traveled to Nepal and Sri Lanka. This essay focuses only on the exchange in May 2013. 
4.2.1	SAYS Proposal: Vision, Goals, Objectives and Intended Outcomes 
The vision of SAYS is to engage young people and their adult educators from Nepal, Sri Lanka, the Maldives, and the United States to develop the youth as leaders in their communities. The SAYS exchange was designed to empower this diverse group of individuals to realize that each of them has the power to bring about positive change in the environmental health of their communities.  SAYS intended to provided the opportunity for 28 students and five adult educators to analyze a social and environmental health issue in their communities and countries and through the program create a toolbox of new knowledge and skills to develop ways to address these issues. “Knowledge and skills” include ways to voice their opinions and discuss issues important to them, and ways to connect with community stakeholders to achieve the SAYS program goal of advancing positive systemic changes in the communities and environments of the participants []. The objectives and outcomes of the SAYS program are clearly articulated in the grant proposal: 
	Objective: Build and exercise individual and collective leadership skills through development of key, transferable community development concepts.
Outcomes:
	Participate in role-playing, small group work, simulations, etc. that challenge students to practice skills and concepts presented during the program;
	Begin to acquire the knowledge and skills associated with an evolving leader and to identify ways in which they can continue to develop their leadership competence;
	Analyze abilities and interests with respect to youth leadership, community development, and civic engagement;
	Learn basic principles of community needs and developing responsive activities;
	Understand concepts of effective program planning and development;
	Utilize program skills and knowledge to develop and implement Community Action Plan (CAP) [[], pg. 3]. 

	Objective: Understand elements of civil society and environmental stewardship through community service-learning projects, exploration of diversity, and sharing cultural experiences.
Outcomes:
	Recognize the values, assumptions, and biases that influence individual thinking;
	Explore concepts of respect, acceptance, and appreciation of the rich diversity of cultures and forms of expression;
	Gain respect for the value different talents and strengths can add to an initiative, organization, or community;
	Explore issue of disparity and equity and means of addressing them {pg. 3, []].
4.2.2	SAYS Proposal: Monitoring and Evaluation
MWI, Amizade, and in-country partners in Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives encouraged SAYS participants to continue the learning experiences in leadership and community development after the exchange ended. Activities and resources to sustain skills learned during the exchange include the implementation of Community Action Plans (CAP) from each country team, development of SAYS social networking site, electronic resource directory, and quarterly e-newsletters []. Each of these activities and resources were designed to monitor and evaluate outputs and outcomes from the program.  Monitoring begins as early as participant recruitment and selection; students were selected by geographic location in order to provide support for one another when implementing CAPS and working to create change in the local community. During the exchange in the students worked together in their country teams to conceptualize and develop their CAPs based on knowledge, skills, and experience gained. In order to carry out the CAP each group wrote a proposal and budget that included a vision and mission statement, community resources and stakeholders, objectives, goals, and outputs and outcomes. After the submission and review of proposals and budgets, MWI provided the in-country partners the funding for students’ CAP. MWI and in-country partners provide guidance in the implementation process in addition to monitoring. Monitoring is achieved through monthly, mid-term, and final reports from each student.  Each country team was responsible for transparent financial and program reporting to MWI. Additionally in the monitoring process, and also to encourage continued work to reach goals, each CAP activity conducted by SAYS participants is noted on SAYS social networking pages and in e-newsletters. 
In addition to CAP monitoring, MWI sponsors a SAYS social networking site and quarterly e-newsletter for SAYS participants, their families, schools, and communities, and host families and partners. The SAYS social networking site is a closed Facebook group that is used to post pictures of both the exchange and CAPs, provide updates on CAPs, and permit open communication among SAYS participants and staff to provide continued support. The establishment and maintenance of this social networking page provided a venue to allow the group to stay connected to one another, as well as share information, resources, experiences, and challenges. The e-newsletter is sent out quarterly in the year following the exchange. The newsletter is a forum for discussion of leadership and project management as well as a continuation of networking and shared experiences. Each country team is responsible for compiling stories and information for one newsletter. Evaluation surveys of the program were designed by MWI and were completed by the participants at the end of the exchange to assess satisfaction with regard to program activities, workshops, and service-learning experiences in addition to assessing outcomes such as changes in attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge with regard to environmental health, community engagement, and cross-cultural understanding. Finally, participants were introduced to the Department of State Alumni website, ExchangesConnect, and other ECA YLP online resources. Additionally, an electronic resource directory is provided to the exchange participants at the completion of the program. This directory contains information and presentations used during the exchange.
4.3	SAYS Exchange: May 2013
In May 2013, 20 students from Maldives, Nepal, and Sri Lanka traveled to Pittsburgh, PA to participate in MWI and Amizade Global Service-Learning’s South Asia Youth Leadership Summit. 
4.3.1	SAYS Exchange: Activities
SAYS activities focus on youth leadership and community service-learning using the themes of environment and environmental health. SAYS activities were planned to cover four levels: 
	Individual level: skill building, principled leadership, social awareness, and self- advocacy;

	Group level: collective purpose, collaboration, and cohesion among youth and adults;

	Community level: implementation of action plans to address key issues confronting youth; and

	Global level: increased understanding of regional and international issues facing youth [[], pg. 4].

Activities in the program were planned to engage the students to prompt reactions at each of these levels. SAYS began with an overview of the program, which included logistical information and introduction to the CAP proposals. Activities integrated educational and cultural outings with work sessions to develop CAPs. Additionally, daily reflections were facilitated with the students in order to recap the major concepts of the day. 
Activities to increase cross-cultural understanding and cultural experiences included opening and closing ceremonies and a meet-and-greet with SAYS participants host families, U.S. students, and program staff at a local nature reserve, visits to two Pittsburgh high schools, a trip to a 3-D IMAX movie, “Iron Man”, and attendance at major league baseball game in Pittsburgh, and a professional soccer match in Washington, D.C. [].
Activities focused on leadership development included a weekend trip to Outdoor Odyssey, a nonprofit organization in Laurel Highlands, Pennsylvania that provides leadership and teambuilding skills to youth through ropes courses in a wilderness setting [].  
Activities that concentrated on civic engagement were covered in the third week of the program in Washington, D.C. and involved tours of the U.S. Capitol, Smithsonian Museums, National Monuments, and the Holocaust Memorial Museum. Additionally, students were able to spend an afternoon at the U.S. State Department to learn more about the organization that funds their program [].
The majority of activities addressed the topics of environmental health and community service and development. Workshops included local experts from Carlow University and Magee Womens Hospital, and the Institute for Student Health in Washington, D.C. Hands-on components to engage in environmental community service-learning were conducted by staff from Phipps Conservatory, Pittsburgh Project Sustainable Community Gardening Volunteering Program, Frick Park Watershed at Nine Mile Run, Pittsburgh’s Greenstar Recycling Plant, Stash the Trash, and Carnegie Museum of Art and Natural History for a session on climate change and environmental health as well as a museum tour focused on climate connections, Green by Design, and D.C. Central Kitchen []. For further information on the activities and organizations involved see the program schedule in Appendix A. 
4.3.2	SAYS Exchange: Community Action Plans
Throughout the exchange time was  specifically designated for students to work on their CAPs []. This was the only time during the exchange that participants were divided into groups by country. The students worked to identify environmental health issues pertinent to their communities.  The groups created a program plan including a vision, mission, goals, objectives, and activities/tasks to address the needs of their communities, to be implemented upon returning home from the exchange. The program staff form MWI and Amizade provided guidance, feedback, and recommendations throughout the planning process. 
At the closing ceremony in Pittsburgh, each CAP was introduced to SAYS peers, home families, presenters, and staff. Upon returning home the students worked with in-country partners and community stakeholders to refine their CAPs and submit their finalized proposals and budget to MWI. MWI reviewed and made recommendations on each of the programs and released small grant funding, $250 per participant, to implement the CAPs []. The CAP groups meet regularly following the exchange to work on implementation and report monthly to MWI on their progress in addition to mid-point, and final reports. 
4.3.2.1	Student CAPs
CAP projects designed during the SAYS exchange combined the participants’ understanding of environmental health issue in their communities with knowledge and skills in environmental health, community engagement, and leadership gained in the exchange. The finalized CAP proposals for each country follow:
Maldives
“Vision: Maintenance of enhancement of environmental quality and the protection of human health, while utilizing resources on a sustainable basis.
Mission: To create healthier and greener community in Male’ City (Maldives capital) by working to reduce out carbon footprint.
Goals:
1.	Waste Reduction
Objective: Make citizens of Male’ City aware of the impact they have on the environment due to improper waste disposal methods. 
Activities/Tasks: Clean-Up Day & student workshops to mobilize students in community to volunteer
2.	Green Space Advocacy
Objective: Creating a fondness for plants in the community by promoting indoor gardening and make people realize the importance and benefits of plants.
Activities/Tasks: Adopt-a-Plant event to get plants in the homes of Male’ citizens & student workshops to mobilize students in community to volunteer


3.	Reducing Fossil Fuel Consumption
Objective: Increasing awareness about resources that produce eco-friendly energy and the disadvantages of burning fossil fuels. 
Activities/Tasks: Hingaalun (walk/parade) & student workshops to mobilize students in community to volunteer” [].
Nepal
“Topic: Say NO to Drugs and Violence! YES to GREEN BOOKS!
Mission: To inspire youth and children to get involved in the protection of environment and provide them with the opportunity to be engaged in healthy activities as opposed to abuse of drugs and violence. 
Goals: 
1.	To make protection of environment attractive, practical, and doable
2.	Protect trees through promoting GREEN BOOKS. GREEN BOOKS is a concept in which youth are encouraged to bring in used, but in good condition, text books as an exchange for tickets to a popular local event. GREEN BOOKS protects trees and helps ease the financial burden of marginalized students and families through reusing books. 
3.	Promote HEALTHY LIFESTYLE through involvement in improving environment as opposed to drugs and violence. 

Activities/Tasks: Hip Hop theatre, school visits, and a Grand Mela (fair/festival) will be used to accomplish the goal and mission of team Nepal” [].

Sri Lanka
“Mission: Go Green with 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) to create a cleaner, healthier, and sustainable environment and improve the standard of life in the Tangalle area in Sri Lanka by educational and awareness programs on the 3R Method reaching out to youth and adults.
Goals:
4.	Educating the rural public on the 3R Method and composting to solve the garbage problem (burning polythene and plastic waste or disposing waste in barren lands)
5.	Regularizing the garbage collection, separating garbage and sending it to recycling plants in larger cities
6.	Composting the organic waste and sharing it among the villagers for home gardening

Activities/Tasks: Conducting of community awareness campaigns, creating awareness at the schools, and working with villages to teach composting will be used to accomplish the goal and mission of the Sri Lanka group” [].
5.0 	EVALUATION
This chapter elucidates how evaluation is used by both the ECA and MWI to understand impacts of exchange programs. Each section explains how evaluation is conducted at different levels and what this means for the outcomes identified in the evaluation process. 
5.1	ECA Evaluation 
The ECA uses three different methods to evaluate the impact of its programs, two at the individual level and one at the global level. Individual program impact evaluation is done through ExchangesConnect, an alumni networking website used to continue communication and tracking, and to record alumni success. The ECA Evaluation Division works to identify the impact of programs on the global scale. 
After the completion of their program students are invited via email to join the ECA international exchange alumni networking website, ExchangesConnect. Currently, approximately 100,000 members are in the social networking community []. The ECA website stresses the benefits of joining the network. ExchangesConnect is emphasized as a resource for alumni who are looking to advance their work in their individual lives, community, and world. ExchangesConnect allows members access to grant opportunities, resources for professional development, research tools, and webinars. The network also facilitates communication among ECA alumni internationally so they can share experiences through reading alumni success stories, perspectives, and ideas [, ]. 
The ECA advertises the impact of its programs by promoting the accomplishments of its alumni. For example, upon interface on the ECA website one is quick to learn that 54 alumni are Nobel Prize Winners, 46 are members of the U.S. Congress, 364 are current or former heads of foreign government, and eight alumni are current or former ambassadors to the United Nations. These are only a few of the many infographics that pepper the ECA literature  ADDIN EN.CITE [, , , , ].
The ECA has an entire division dedicated to the evaluation of its programs. The Evaluation Division’s focus is to identify the impact of ECA programs on a global scale. The Evaluation Division data are used to assess goal achievement and to plan for future programs []. The Evaluation Division has two types of initiatives: Evaluation Measurement and Performance Measurement. Both use quantitative and qualitative strategies to provide recommendations for program planning and goal setting for the future. Evaluations at the ECA are retrospective outcome evaluations that “cover cross-cutting themes” []. Evaluations include cases studies to highlight findings. Performance Measurement Initiatives monitor ECA programs and collect data at baseline, end of programs, and after the program to assess effectiveness. Performance Measurement Initiatives work includes designing and conducting participant surveys, analyzing the responses, and producing reports for ECA staff.  These evaluations are separate from those done by the organizations funded to put on the programs. 
ECA provides the ability to view evaluations that are completed and ongoing []. Evaluations address factors that assess the extent to which the program has reached its overarching goals of promoting mutual understanding and increased respect between the people of the United States and participating partner counties. Evaluations analyze and rate program performance based on participant outcomes such as attitude change, learning and understanding, and behavior change. However, despite the vast amount of money allocated for its programs, the Evaluation Division has not evaluated all of the different types of programs offered by the ECA.  For example, not one Youth Leadership Program (YLP), such as SAYS, has been evaluated despite YLP’s existence for over five years. 
5.2	MWI Evaluation of says
MWI utilizes evaluation and a monitoring process in order to determine program impact on the individual and community levels.  At the end of the SAYS exchange in May, MWI gave the participants the opportunity to reflect on their program experiences in a group setting with their peers and program facilitators. After the group reflection, students and adult facilitators were given a questionnaire to answer, addressing program impact on an individual level. The evaluation examined personal goals, individual attitudes about self-efficacy, an evaluation of the program activities, experiences unique to the exchange, personal knowledge and growth gained from exchange, personal knowledge and growth gained from exchange, skills gained with regard to topics of leadership, community service, civic engagement, cross-cultural understanding, as well as questions on confidence in sharing exchange experience in home countries [] (see Appendix B for results).  
MWI uses the monthly, midterm, and final CAP reports to assess the impact of CAPs on environmental health in their communities. After the CAPs are completed and final reports submitted, the students are typically tracked through in-country partners and the Department of State Alumni website, ExchangesConnect. 

5.3	Evaluation Summary 
Both the ECA and MWI are interested in using evaluation to better assess impact of the exchange program.  Both parties share interest in the evaluation process with regard to program mission, goals, and values achieve through their work. However, these organizations are assessing program impact on different scales. 
MWI is looking at impacts on the individual and community level. MWI’s evaluation survey examined whether the exchange participants have gained a deeper understanding of personal capabilities, potential as leaders, knowledge gained in environmental health and community service-learning, and confidence of impacting local communities. Evaluation conducted by MWI is focused on individual growth as leaders and community impact on environmental health as a result of CAPs. MWI also uses evaluation to assess program specifics, in order to make process changes for similar grants in the future. 
The ECA is also interested in evaluation of the program’s success with regard to meeting goals set forth in the request for proposals, as seen in the work by the Evaluation Division. However, impact evaluation by the ECA is most interested in looking at participants at the international level to show that youth involved in their programs continue on to global careers. The ECA implies that success in cross-cultural mutual understanding is reflected in international relationships, connections, and work. 
6.0 	Discussion & Recommendations 
As demonstrated by the SAYS program, there is currently a gap in the evaluations conducted by MWI and the ECA; these organizations are assessing impact on different levels. While MWI is looking at impact on individual and community levels, the ECA is viewing impact at in international level. MWI is assessing whether participants have gained a deeper understanding in their potential as leaders, as well as increased knowledge about environmental health and benefits of service-learning to impact their local communities. The ECA is also interested in the program’s success, specifically that SAYS has met the goals put forth in the Request for Proposals. However, the ECA is particularly interested in looking at exchange program impact at the international level to demonstrate that youth involved continue on to prestigious positions internationally and further develop international relationships. 
The SAYS program through MWI, and similar programs by organizations mentioned in Chapter Two, should have a cohesive and comprehensive evaluation plan established in conjunction with the ECA, as it is a primary funder for most youth exchange programs. From the literature reviewed it is apparent that quality exchange programs need a clear understanding of the organization mission, funder mission, and program design with regard to goals, objectives, and activities [, ]. 
Evaluations and impact assessment must be dynamic. By having an understanding of the background and guiding values of the ECA and prominent organizations that produce youth exchange programs, the author concludes that all parties would likely be interested in undertaking a new evaluation plan to better assess program impact to ensure that program missions, goals, and values are achieved through their work. Moving forward it is the recommendation of this author that all players in the exchange program including the organizations who receive ECA grants and their in-country partners, in addition to the ECA, will utilize the newly proposed impact evaluation plan so that all parties are able to stay on the same page. 
Beginning at the onset of participant recruitment the evaluation plan will use Fatini’s Assessment of Intercultural Competence (AIC) tool [] to determine a baseline of participants’ knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs regarding international competencies and cross-cultural understanding. When participants begin the specific program, journals will be introduced and used through the duration of the program as a component of the evaluation plan to maintain understanding of short-term changes of attitudes in both ECA goals and objectives and those set forth by the individual programs. Journals will also be used to initiate conversations and reflection with the participants and program staff. Staff will report findings to the organization, ECA, and in-country partners at the end of program report. End of program evaluation, as MWI has implemented, is still strongly recommended in order to best assess program success and gauge participant experiences.  
To assess mid-term outcomes monthly reports from participants, such as those from CAP reports, in addition to survey questionnaires will continue to be utilized to measure the extent to which the exchange program influenced behavior change in the individuals. These reports can also be used to gauge attitudinal change in participants’ families, friends, and communities as a result of the exchange. This assessment will expand the examination of impact to understand if the missions and values of the ECA or those of unique grant receiving organization are reflected in impact at different levels.
In determining long-term impact the ECA will work with in-country embassies as well as the in-country partner organizations from specific programs to form a collaborative evaluation team. These players will contribute to the evaluation by working to keep exchange participants engaged after returning from the exchange. The exchange alumni will be followed and evaluation will be conducted every six months through mixed methods of focus groups and surveys. Evaluations will allow impact assessment long-term and determine if there is lasting impact from the exchange and on what level it is occurring. In-country collaborative evaluation teams will serve as a funnel for exchange alumni through the ECA alumni system and provide the alumni appropriate information of opportunities based on age and interests. The team will have an understanding of the alumni’s interests from the evaluation, for example, if the participant’s involvement in SAYS was for environmental issues or international relationship building. The in-country team will be able to draw participants’ attention to programs with similar values, provide networking opportunities with alumni in that field, and foster relationships among exchange participants at home and abroad with compatible goals and values.
The proposed evaluation plan still faces limitations. Limitations primarily include response bias, as well as continued ability to reach program alumni. Many participants outside of the United States do not have regular or direct access to computers, emails, or internet connection and therefore are difficult to reach and are likely to fall outside the evaluation’s reach. The proposed evaluation plan for youth exchange programs must continue to evolve through ongoing assessment and continued evaluation processes in order to best serve their populations.
7.0 	Conclusion 
This essay provides a comprehensive look into exchange programs that are increasingly influencing youth around the world. The essay underscores the variety of agencies that organize youth exchange programs finding that similar themes of cultural understanding and acceptance across programs, as well as characteristics that make each program unique. The literature review illuminates the limited research on the impact of youth exchange programs in addition to the necessity for strengthening the evaluation in this field. 
Furthermore, the essay uses the SAYS program and its constituents to look into the dynamics of a specific youth exchange.  This example provides the reader with a greater understanding of the processes and measures utilized in developing and implementing a youth exchange program. The essay also examines areas of strength and weakness in evaluation of the SAYS program, demonstrating that evaluation is conducted at different levels and therefore there is inconsistency in determining impact of the program. 
Finally, the essay proposes an evaluation plan to be used by both funders of and organizations developing youth exchange programs in order improve consistency in evaluation. The proposed plan can help facilitate a stronger understanding of the impact of youth exchange programs on participants, their communities, and the world. 
It is important to acknowledge the limitations of this essay. First, the author assessed programs that were funded and organized within the United States. Additionally, the literature and programs assessed are only those in written in English. 
Exchange programs are growing exponentially in popularity among U.S. teens; therefore funders and organizations are rapidly expanding. This essay presents the current state of evaluation in youth exchange programs and emphasizes that improvement in evaluation is necessary. By utilizing the proposed evaluation plan, funders and exchange programs will be able to best determine how programs impact not only the participants, but also their friends, family, and communities around the world. 

APPENDIX A
SAYS Program Schedule and organization descriptions
SAYS Program Schedule
Thursday, May 2nd
Time:	04:00 PM		Pick up two 15 passenger vans from Enterprise Rent-A-Car  
Time 05:30 PM	MWI Office – get student/facilitators folders, water bottles, etc
Time 06:45 PM	Leave for Airport in two 15 passenger vans
Time: 08:00 PM 	Delegates from Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Maldives arrive at Pittsburgh International 
Time: 10:00-10:30PM  	Hilton Garden Hotel Check-In (Oakland)
	Time: 10:30 -11:15 PM	Take kids to hotel lounge area for late dinner, distribute program folders, calling cards, and water bottles. Explain bedtime, morning start (luggage packed), and breakfast vouchers. Tour of breakfast area. Go to rooms. 
Time: 11:15-11:45 PM	Two students per room; each student has 15 minutes to call home with calling card. Bedtime is 12:00 am/Midnight!	
Friday, May 3rd
Time: 7:15 AM	Room check-out and put luggage into hotel storage room Delegates will meet MWI staff in the Lobby of the Hilton Garden Hotel.
Time: 7:30AM - 8:30AM	Breakfast at hotel restaurant
Time: 8:30 AM	Delegates walk to Magee Women’s Hospital with MWI staff	
Time: 9:00AM-10:30AM	Overview of Youth Leadership South Asia (SAYS) program, and introduction to the Community Action Plan presentations and small grants proposal submission.
                                                Nicole Travis, Administrative Director, Magee Womancare International
                                                Lynsie Clott, Program Coordinator, Magee Womancare International
                                                Delegates will be given an overview of the SAYS program and daily schedule, Community Action Plan development and the process of conceptualizing ideas for their CAPs from the information learned during the program. Small grant submissions process will also be discussed and expectations of each delegate once they return
Time: 10:45AM-12:45 PM	Introduction to the US: Bridging Cultural Differences
Rhonda Coast, President, International Development Resources 
Ms. Coast’s work experience has spanned four career fields: Translation, education, industry, and training. She taught foreign languages for 12 years in a public high school, a private high school that prepared teenage girls for their university studies, and at the University of Pittsburgh. She worked internationally for a major U.S. multinational company. Fifteen years ago she established her own cross-cultural awareness training company. Ms. Coast has provided numerous introductions to American culture for U.S State Department--supported exchange programs for participants from Russia, the former Soviet Union, and other SAYS groups
Time:	12:45 PM-1:30 PM	Catered Lunch at Magee Hospital – Clinic Staff/Patient room
Time: 1:45 PM	Depart for the Shops at Station Square, Park in Station Square, Pictures in Station Square Concourse, fountain. Walk riverfront.	
Time: 2:30 PM	Just Ducky Tours Check-In	 
Time: 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM	Just Ducky Tour 
	Delegates will enjoy a ride on land and on the river as they tour Pittsburgh in the Just Ducky tour’s Amphibious vehicles. Delegates travel through popular Pittsburgh locations while learning great information about the city of Pittsburgh. 
Time: 4:00PM- 5:00PM     	Visit to “Carols Confections” for ice cream. Photo opportunities at river concourse.
Time: 5:00 PM	Depart to Hilton Garden Hotel for Opening Reception
Time: 6:30 PM-8:00 PM	Opening Reception and Dinner with Host Families – pair delegates with host families
Saturday, May 4th
				Free Morning with Host Family
Time: 1:30 PM -4:30PM      Frick Park Meet and Greet for all SAYS participants
                                                Meet and greet for the US participants and South Asia   delegates at Frick Park. Meeting will include introductions, ice breaker games and trail hike. The event is for everybody, including the US students’ parents and South Asia delegates’ host families. 
Sunday, May 5th
		Free Day with Host family
Monday, May 6th
BREAKFAST with Host Families
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Participant Pick-Up 
Time: 8:00 AM		Morning announcements at MWI office
Time: 8:30 AM		Depart for Magee-Womens Hospital
Time: 9:00 – 10:55 AM	 The ABC's of Asset-Based Community Development
	Jessica Friedrichs, MSW, MPA – Carlow University	 
                                                This interactive workshop will introduce participants to the concept of using a strengths-based approach to making community change. Participants will learn how to identify assets in individuals and communities as well as the implications of such an approach.
                                                Jessica Friedrichs is a faculty member in the Social Work Department of the School for Social Change at Carlow University in Pittsburgh, PA.  She also serves as coordinator of Carlow’s Service-Learning & Outreach Center.  She has co-taught global service-learning courses in Bolivia, Tanzania, Northern Ireland, Jamaica and the Navajo Nation through the Amizade Global Service-Learning Center and now currently serves on Amizade’s Board of Directors. 
Time: 11:00AM- 12:30 PM	Presentation on Environmental Health Initiatives at Magee-Womens Hospital of UPMC 
	Judith (Judy) Focareta, RN Med, Coordinator of Environmental Health Initiatives, Magee-Womens Hospital of UPMC. .
                                                This presentation will include a brief overview of the science of environmental health. There will be a description of education, clinical practice and modeling at Magee Hospital that is based on the evidence around environmental health. The delegation will have the opportunity to hear about environmental initiatives at Magee-Womens Hospital. There will be discussion and participation as delegates are asked to share how health is affected by environmental factors in their home countries. Delegates will also have a chance to tour MWH’s Organic Garden that supplies the cafeteria, the Turtle and Fish Pond, and the Gift Shop 
Time:	12:30 -1:00 PM	Depart for Phipps Conservatory 
Time: 1:00 – 2:00 PM	Lunch at Phipps Café- in the Botany Hall or outside
Time: 2:00 – 4:00 PM	Tour of Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Garden and presentation on community projects	
                                                Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens, a great steel and glass Victorian greenhouse, has been inviting visitors to explore the beauty and mysteries of plants since 1893. Set amidst one of Pittsburgh's largest green space, Schenley Park, Phipps Conservatory stands as a cultural and architectural centerpiece of the city's Oakland neighborhood. Project Green Heart, launched in 2008, encompasses a growing number of Phipps initiatives to extend green living beyond glass walls of the conservatory and will discuss environmental sustainability.
Time: 4:00 – 4:20 PM 	Daily reflections on presentations with MWI staff and SAYS facilitators, address any participant interests and needs, meeting follow-up and review the program agenda for the following day. 
Time: 4:30 PM		Depart for Host Families 
Tuesday, May 7th (LATE NIGHT- Baseball game night)
	BREAKFAST with Host Families –
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Early Morning Participant Pick-Up 
Time: 7:45 AM	Students Arrive at MWI office 
Time: 8:00 AM	Depart MWI office for Pittsburgh Project 
Time: 8:30 AM - 3:30 PM	A site visit to the organization “Pittsburgh Project” to participate in the Community Gardening Volunteering Program.
                                                The Pittsburgh Project is a nonprofit community development organization with a 25-year track record of developing leaders and serving the city’s most vulnerable residents.  Our year-round staff of 51 operates a progressive series of afterschool and summer programs for 450 urban young people, deploys over 2800 people annually to perform free home repairs for Pittsburgh’s elderly homeowners, and spearheads economic development and job training efforts in our Pittsburgh neighborhoods.
                                                Their Community Gardening Volunteering Program teaches urban young people about basic ecological concepts, principles of nutrition and healthy eating, and skills in environmental stewardship.  The group will be doing hands-on work in the community garden
Time: 3:30 PM		Depart for Point State Park
Time: 4:00 -4:45 PM	A walk around Point State Park for 45 minutes with photo opportunity, etc. Daily reflection on Pittsburgh Project Experience Discuss Rules of Baseball
                                                Point State Park, at the tip of Pittsburgh's "Golden Triangle," commemorates and preserves the historic heritage of the area during the French and Indian War (1754 - 1763). Along with the history, Point State Park provides a beautiful 36.4 acre getaway in downtown Pittsburgh with paved riverfront promenades, beautiful views, a 150-foot tall fountain and a large grassy area.
Time: 5:00 -6:30 PM      	Dinner at Rivertowne Brewing Hall of Fame Club – inside PNC Park. (opens 2 hours before game time)  Photo opportunities in PNC Park.  Souvenirs .
Time: 6:30 PM                      Depart for PNC Park- baseball stadium to attend the game
Time: 7:00 PM                       Baseball game: Pittsburgh Pirates vs. Seattle Mariners
Time: 9:30 PM                       Depart to host families 
Wednesday, May 8th
                                              BREAKFAST with Host Families 
                                                Note: Bring Outdoor Odyssey Overnight Bag today   
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Participant Pick-Up 
Time: 8:00 AM	Morning announcements at MWI office
Time: 8:30 AM	Depart for Barack Obama Academy of International Studies
Time: 9:00AM -2:45 PM	Visit to Barack Obama Academy of International Studies
	Delegates will interact with student body and staff at the Barack Obama International Academy.  SAYS participants and students will participate in a hands-on art project.
                                                The Barack Obama Academy of International Studies is an International Studies magnet school located in Pittsburgh's East Side community currently serving students in Grades 6-10. The school has a certified International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program (Grades 6-10) and will offer the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program (Grades 11-12) beginning next year for all students in Grade 11. 
                                                Pittsburgh Obama 6-12 is committed to providing a quality education within a safe, caring, and nurturing environment. It is a full-school magnet where students who have completed the K-5 program in German, French and Spanish may continue their world languages studies. A Japanese course is also available for students with no previous experience
Time: 2:45 – 3:15 PM	Daily reflections with MWI staff and SAYS facilitators to address any participant interests and needs, daily presentations follow-up and review. 
Time: 3:30 PM		Depart for Outdoor Odyssey Camp
Time: 7:00 PM	Arrive at Outdoor Odyssey Lodge and settle in
Time: 7:30 PM	Group discussion on Lodge rules (cooking, cleaning/chores responsibility, boy and girl dormitory rules). Review Outdoor Odyssey Weekend agenda.
Thursday May 9th
Time: 8:30 - 9:30 AM	Breakfast at Lodge
Time: 9:45 AM		Depart for Outdoor Odyssey Team Building Camp
Time: 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM	 Visit to Outdoor Odyssey Camp
                                                Outdoor Odyssey is a multi-faceted nonprofit corporation founded in 1998. The primary mission is to serve area youth with a mentor and provide these teams with a unique wilderness experience at a 500-acre Laurel Highland camp. Outdoor Odyssey incorporates leadership skills, high adventure, and teambuilding into their curriculum. Delegates will take part in teambuilding and leadership activities including high ropes and low ropes.
Time: 12:00 - 1:00 PM	Lunch at Outdoor Odyssey
Time: 1:00 - 3:00 PM	Outdoor Odyssey Camp Activities Cont.
Time: 3:00 - 4:00 PM 	Explore Camp and Outdoor Activity areas
Time: 4:00 PM	Daily reflections with MWI staff and SAYS facilitators to address any participant interests and needs, discussion on teambuilding activities at Outdoor Odyssey Camp
Time: 4:30 PM		Depart for Outdoor Odyssey Lodge
Time: 4:45 – 7:15 PM	Group snack time, laundry, showers, etc. 
Time: 7:30 – 10:30PM	BBQ Dinner at Outdoor Odyssey Lodge
				Free group time, game room, movies
Friday May 10th
Time: 9:00 AM -10:00 AM	Breakfast at Outdoor Odyssey Lodge
Time: 10:00 AM-12:30 PM	 Delegates will enjoy a day at the Lodge at Outdoor Odyssey.  The delegates will be introduced to Capture the Flag, a popular field game among youth in the U.S.
Time:	12:30 PM - 1:30 PM	Lunch at Outdoor Odyssey Lodge
Time:	1:30 PM – 2:45 PM	Outdoor Odyssey team building and leadership field activities 
Time:	3:00 PM-5:00 PM 	Work session on development of Community Action Plans      
                                                Delegates will be given time to review Community Action Plan development and the process of conceptualizing ideas for the CAPs. Continued development of mock Community Action Plan will be worked on as a group, facilitated by MWI staff. Small grant submissions will also be discussed. 
Time: 5:00 - 5:30 PM	Daily reflections with MWI staff and SAYS facilitators to address any participant interests and needs, days activities follow-up and review. 
Time: 5:30 – 6:30 PM	Group free time, laundry, showers, etc.
Time: 6:30 – 8:00 PM	Dinner and clean up
Time: 8:00 – 10:00 PM	Cultural sharing activity presentations by each delegation and the USA team (MWI Staff).  
Time: 10:00 – 11:30 PM  	S’mores and camp fire. Pack for morning departure
Saturday May 11th
Time: 8:00 - 9:00 AM	Breakfast at Outdoor Odyssey Lodge
Time: 9:00 – 10:00AM	Lodge clean up, Luggage in vans, depart Outdoor Odyssey for Host Families at pickup location– free day with host families
Time: 12:00pm	Host Family Pick-up location: Lowes’ Home and Garden left side parking lot at Waterfront Shopping Center.
Sunday May 12th
	Free Day with Host Family
Monday May 13th
                                                BREAKFAST with Host Families 
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	 Participant Pick-Up 
Time: 8:00 AM	 Morning announcements at MWI office
Time: 8:30 AM	Depart for Greenstar Recycling Plant
Time: 9:00 AM – 11:00AM	Greenstar Recycling Plant 
	Delegates will tour the facility, learn about plant’s services, and receive a lecture on recycling and environmental impact.
Time: 11:30 AM		Depart Greenstar Recycling for Lunch at Magee
Greenstar provides cost effective and quality driven programs for several grades of recyclable materials including paper, plastic, metal, and glass. Recyclables are sources, sorted, cleaned, crushed or shredded and processed into large bales for shipment to local and international recycling markets. Quite simply recycling is better for the environment. Will learn about resource conservation, energy conservation, pollution reduction, land conservation, economic benefits, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
Time: 12:00 – 1:00 PM 	Lunch at Magee
Time: 1:15	Depart for Stash the Trash location
Time: 1:45 PM -3:30 PM	Amizade - Stash the Trash clean-up activity 
	Stash the Trash Pittsburgh program works to get students out of the classroom and into their communities by participating in litter pickup/removal service learning. Delegates will engage in litter removal in a Pittsburgh neighborhood. 
Time: 3:30 PM – 4:00 PM	Daily Reflection with MWI and Amizade staff as well as adult facilitators.
Time: 4:00 PM- 4:30 PM	Depart to Host Families 
Tuesday May 14th (Late night- Movie Night)
BREAKFAST with Host Families
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Morning Participant Pick-Up
Time: 8:00 -10:00 AM	Morning announcements at MWI office and CAP work session
Time: 10:15 – 11:15 AM	Depart for Mt. Washington. Visit the top of Mt. Washington to take in the breathtaking views/photos of city's skyline.
Time: 11:30 AM	Depart for CAPA 6-12 Creative & Performing Arts Magnet School  
Time: 12:00 - 3:30 PM 	Lunch and Visit to Creative & Performing Arts School (CAPA) 
	Delegation will enjoy a site visit to CAPA with student shadowing during their performing art classes, group activities, and a literary arts presentation by CAPA students. CAPA offers a comprehensive academic curriculum and intensive pre-professional training in the arts.
                                                Pittsburgh CAPA 6-12 is a Creative & Performing Arts magnet school located in Pittsburgh's downtown Cultural District. Students must apply, in person, during the General Magnet Registration period.  Acceptance is based upon completion of a successful audition or presentation of an acceptable portfolio.
Time: 3:30 PM- 4:00 PM	Reflection on CAPA visit
Time: 4:30 PM	Depart for Waterfront for Dinner 
Time: 5:00 – 7:00 PM	Dinner at Waterfront (T.G.I. Fridays or Red Robin Restaurant)                                     
Time: 7:00 PM	Depart for Lowes Movie Theater
Time: 7:30 - 9:30 PM	3-D IMAX Summer Blockbuster Movie  
Time: 9:30 PM	Depart for Host Families
Wednesday May 15th
BREAKFAST with Host Families
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Participant Pick    
Time: 8:00 – 9:30 AM	Morning announcements at MWI office and CAP Work Session 
Time: 	9:30 AM		Depart for Carnegie Museums of Art and Natural History  - 
Time: 10:00 – 11:20 AM	Classroom Session: Climate Connections- Climate Change and Environmental Health 
These experiences include an in-class visit from a museum educator prior to your museum tour to prepare students for the content and structure of their visit.  
Time: 11:20 - 12:50 PM 	Climate Connections Museum Tour
“Climate and the Environment”: Trace the crucial links among animals, plants, and the biomes they inhabit while discovering the vital role that climate plays in these relationships. Student-centered investigations of Polar World: Wychkoff Hall of Arctic Life, Birds, and the Hall of North American Wildlife and African Wildlife emphasize the pursuit and use of evidence to address questions about how organisms adapt to their environment and respond to change.          This is an interactive tour of natural history exhibits where students explore specimens of various species from different regions of the world. They learn the scientific method that scientists’ use with specimens to investigate climate change. Then students have an opportunity to practice this method in a activity called a “bio-blitz.”         
Time: 1:00 – 2:00 PM	Lunch at LuLu’s Noodles – S. Craig Street – walk from Museaum to LuLu’s.
                                                Group Reflection during lunch (recap on events/activities, CAPs, prepare them for closing ceremony). 
Time: 2:15 PM	Depart for Cathedral of Learning 
Time: 2:30 - 4:00 PM	Group Guided Tour of Cathedral of Learning’s Nationality Rooms. 
                                                 The Cathedral of Learning, a Pittsburgh landmark and is the centerpiece of the University of Pittsburgh. The 42-story Late Gothic Revival Cathedral is the tallest educational building in the Western hemisphere and the second tallest university building (fourth tallest educationally-purposed building) in the world. It is also the second tallest gothic-styled building in the world.
	The Nationality Rooms at the University of Pittsburgh are exceptional. These 26 functional classrooms in the towering Cathedral of Learning display the rich ethnic heritage of the Pittsburgh area, each architected and decorated in a style that exemplifies the country they represent. Where else can you visit 26 countries in one day!
Time: 4:15 PM	Depart for Host Families
Thursday May 16 th (Final Pittsburgh Day)
	BREAKFAST with Host Families
Time: (refer to transit schedule)	Participant Pick-Up
Time: 8:00 AM	Morning announcements at MWI office
Time: 8:30 AM	Depart for Nine Mile Watershed 
Time: 9:00 AM- 12:00 PM	Nine Mile Watershed (hands on project)
                                                Delegates will be taken on tour of Frick Park and hike through restored native habitat. They will receive an overview of the ecosystem restoration and then pick up trash in and along Nine Mile Run. Gloves, safety vests, & trash bags will be provided. Basically, they should expect to be walking a fair bit, and that conditions may be wet & muddy.
                                                The Nine Mile Run Watershed is a small urban watershed located in Pittsburgh’s East End. Covering just 6.5 square miles, the watershed is home to numerous exciting initiatives, including the largest urban stream restoration in the U.S. completed b the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The Nine Mile Run Watershed Association (NMRWA) complements this amazing physical transformation with a variety of innovative urban ecology projects designed to directly involve the community in helping to improve the health of the watershed. 
Time: 12:30-1:30 PM	Lunch at Magee Womancare Office 
Time: 1:30 – 3:30 PM	CAP work session at Magee Womancare International office
Time: 4:00 PM	Hilton Garden Hotel- room check-in 
	Students begin setting up their Presentations in Banquet Rm: Forbes B
Time: 6:00 PM-6:30PM	Host families arrive with delegates’ luggage to Hilton Garden Hotel. 
Time: 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM	Action Plan Presentations and Closing Ceremony
	Delegation will present on their Community Action Plans incorporating the skills and information learned during the Pittsburgh program. Also, a cultural presentation by the delegates as a group. This is also the opportunity for delegates to say goodbye to host families and all the friends they've made.
Friday May 17th – (Off to D.C.)
Time: 8:30 AM	Lynsie and Trey meet at Enterprise Rental with vans, Maddie to                         pick us up at Enterprise                             
9:00 AM			BREAKFAST at Hilton Garden Hotel Oakland
9:30 -9:45 AM		Check out and luggage brought down to lobby
10:00 AM	            	Depart for Washington D.C.	
12:00 PM – 1:00PM	Lunch in Breezwood @ Denny’s Old Time Diner
	Delegates will experience an old fashioned roadside diner with fountain root beer floats, milkshakes, and jukebox.
4:00 PM	Arrive Washington Suites Alexandria, 
settle-in to rooms, House rules discussed.
5:30 – 7:00 PM	Dinner: Take-Out at Hotel
 7:00 PM – 9:00 PM              DC Introduction and Orientation
Saturday May 18
7:30 AM – 8:00 AM              Breakfast at Washington Suites
Depart:  8:00 am	Visit to Capitol
Time: 10:10 – 11:30		Capitol Visitors’ Center Movie & Guided Tour
			Exploration of the Visitor Center Museum
The Capitol Visitor’s Center provides an excellent introduction to the ideas and inspiration of the United States’ government and an important resource for exploring the Mall and other highlights of the Nation’s capital.  At the Center, delegates will be presented with a brief movie and given an introduction and tour of the Capitol’s structure.  After the tour, students may see original national documents and treasures at the Center museum, which is located across from the restaurant.  
Time permitting, delegates may want to visit Library of Congress, which they reach by following the inside tunnel to the Library, where the magnificent reading rooms and physical structure of the Library can be seen.  After viewing the Library building, Delegates may explore the outside of the Capitol as they walk to the Air & Space Museum.
Lunch: 11:30-1:00		Capitol Visitors’ Center Restaurant 
Afternoon: 			Visit the Library of Congress and Smithsonian Museums
Time: 4:40-5:30		IMAX Theater, Air & Space museum.
Sunday, May 19:  
Time:  6:30 AM – 7:15	Breakfast @ Washington Suites 
Time:  7:30 AM                     Depart for DC Central Kitchen (DCCK)
DC Central Kitchen is a central location to recover unused food, prepare and deliver meals to partner social service agencies, train and employ homeless men and women in food service industry, and intellectually engage volunteers. 
Delegates will meet with staff of DC Central Kitchen to learn about needs, services, and community connections. Delegates will assist in preparation and serving of lunch and will also have the opportunity to enjoy lunch with the community served by DCCK 
Lunch: 			at DCCK
Afternoon			Mall Walk & Exploration
We will spend the afternoon visiting the major sites in and around the National Mall. Beginning at the Lincoln Memorial and reflecting pool, walking to the Vietnam Memorial, the World War II Memorial and the Washington Monument.
5:00 PM			DC United vs. Sporting Kansas City MLS game (Soccer game)
Dinner:			At Game
Monday, May 20
Time: 8:00 AM – 9:00 AM	Breakfast at Washington Suites
Time: 9:30 AM – 1:00 PM     Visit the Holocaust Memorial Museum
1:00 – 3:00 PM		Lunch at the American Art & Portrait Gallery 
3:00 – 5:30 PM		Mall Exploration & Smithsonian Museums
Dinner:			China Town- Hard Rock Cafe
Tuesday May 21
8:00 – 9:00 AM 	 	Breakfast at Washington Suites
Morning			Institute for Student Health- interactive workshop
Lunch	   			TBD
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM    	Leadership Program with Youth Action Net
Delegates will have an organized leadership training session with YouthActionNet. YouthActionNet invests in the power of promise of young social entrepreneurs around the globe. Launched in 2001 by the International Youth Foundation, YouthActionNet strengthens, supports, and celebrates the role of young people in leading positive change in their communities. YouthActionNet supports aspiring and accomplished young leaders by providing skill-building, advocacy, and networking opportunities.
Dinner:	Delegates cook at the hotel
	(delegates provide shopping list ahead of time, staff member shops while group is in workshop)
Wednesday, May 22 (Day at the U.S. Department of State)
6:30 – 7:30 AM		Breakfast at Washington Suites
8:30 – 12:00 PM		Visit the US Department of State 
Time: 1:00PM – 3:00PM    Lunch at Himalayan Heritage in Adams Morgan
Afternoon:  Shopping at Pentagon City Mall
Dinner:  California Pizza Kitchen at Pentagon Centre
Pack and prepare for departure to South Asia
Thursday May 23
7:00 – 8:00 AM      		Breakfast at Washington Suites
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM          Green by Design program 
What does it mean to build “green?” How do design, technology, geography, and economics affect the homes we build – past, present, and future?
During this program delegates will explore how buildings affect and are affected by the environment. Delegates learn what makes a home environmentally sustainable, or “green,” by investigating models and photographs of green homes. Working in groups, participants construct model green homes for several different geographic regions.
Reflections
Program evaluations will be distributed to the group to complete. The group will discuss the programs strengths and provide constructive criticism, ideas and suggestions that would make this program better. The group will also review the process of the small grant opportunity and the expectations once each delegate returns to South Asia.
Dinner:		            Take-Out at hotel  
6:00 PM:			Depart for Dulles Airport 
7:30 PM:			Arrive at Dulles Airport








2.	Did you achieve any unanticipated goals? (many participants listed more than one goal).


3.	What sessions/events were most helpful to you? (many participants listed more than one session/event).






5.	Please comment on the effectiveness of the workshop presenters and site visits. Do you have specific suggestions for improving their presentation skills/approaches? (Number of responses).
a.	Speaking slower/ more clearly (3)
b.	More interactive approaches were best (2)
c.	N/A or no response (15)

6.	In relation to leadership and environmental health, what topics or content areas would you like to see addressed that were not covered during this exchange?
a.	Public relations (2)
b.	How ignorance & attitude effect the environment (1)
c.	Instructions on how to work with people in the community (1)
d.	Social conflict (1)
e.	More relative content to S. Asia countries (1)
f.	More scientific angle on environmental health (1)
g.	N/A or no response (13)

7.	Do any of the topics presented during the workshops remain unclear/questions remain unanswered


8.	Do you feel confident that you will be able to implement the community action plan in your community? If not, what obstacles do you see? 


9.	How was your host family experience? 
a.	Awesome/Great (15)
b.	Amazing, but… “not as clean as used to” “contradictory at times”; “not much was planned on the weekends with me” (2)
c.	Okay (2) 
Additional Comments: “Not only culturally engaging, also inspiring. I learned a lot about living/leading an eco-friendly life. They really helped with my CAP.”;  “I especially liked that they asked me what I wanted to do before making plans, and take my thoughts into consideration”; “treated me as their own child”; “I got to exchange my culture with theirs”; “The host families are the same like our own parents”
10.	Suggestions to improve this exchange? (Number of responses).
Pittsburgh: 
a.	More time to rest 
b.	One laid back day of workshops 
c.	Smaller groups at sites
d.	More time with host families
e.	“More community awareness & involvement”
f.	“Visits to social organizations for people like disabled or who lost their parents”
g.	Opportunity to change between events requiring different types of clothing (i.e. Pittsburgh Project/Baseball game) 
Washington D.C.: 
h.	More time to rest (5)




m.	More time in D.C. 
n.	More time to shop

11.	 What did you accomplish or learn during this visit to Pittsburgh and Washington, D.C. that you could not accomplish or learn at home? (many participants listed several accomplishments).


12.	What additional information do you wish you had in preparation (before leaving home) for your USA experience? 
a.	What do expect at airports/Chicago airport (3)
b.	Clearer information on what to expect during program events (3)
c.	Information on what to expect with food (2)
d.	More knowledge on environmental issues (1)





Other comments: “Learned about the challenges and difficulties faced when living abroad away from my family” 

14.	 Below is a list of different skills and abilities a leader might have. Please rate yourself as either poor, fair, good, or excellent on the following characteristics after the workshops and experiences with your team on your exchange. 

	Poor	Fair	 	Good	Excellent 
Being self-reliant, being independent, relying on yourself		3	11	6
Speaking in public		3	9	8
Listening to other people’s suggestions or concerns		1	6	8
Expressing ideas and feelings		1	10	11
Being tolerant of others different than you		2	14	5
Leading a team and motivating others			15	5
Being flexible		2	12	5
Solving problem		3	12	6




Willing to make changes in your community 			8	13
TOTAL RESPONSE	1	31	133	93

15.	While you were in Pittsburgh and Washington, D.C., did you increase your knowledge and understanding of the following topics and themes highlighted? 

	No, not at all	Somewhat	A good deal	A great deal	Unsure
Leadership			5	15	
Community Service			6	15	
Sources of social and political conflict		3	13	4	
Current Issues facing host country society		7	6	7	
Rights and responsibilities of a citizen		2	4	4	




16.	 Once you return home, do you think you will share your program experience or the knowledge you gained during your exchange in any of the following ways? 
	Yes	No
Participate in media interviews (newspaper, tv, radio, etc) 	20	
Give presentations to community, neighborhood, school, or university groups	19	1
Write newspaper articles including editorials and opinion pieces	8	13
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